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Abstract 
At the present work we consider infinitesimal deformations 
/ : x% —> x1 + ezl(x3) 
of a space LN with non-symmetric affine connection LJfc, expressing the 
deformations of geometric magnitudes by virtue of Lie derivative. Be-
cause of non-symmetry of the connection, we use four kinds of covariant 
derivative to express the Lie derivative and the deformations. 
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1 Introduction 
Deformations and infinitesimal deformations have been studied by many au-
thors. We refer to [6-11] for more details and references. 
Let us consider a space LN of non-symmetric affine connection Ll,k with the 
torsion tensor TL = Lljk — LjL, at local coordinates x
% (i -= 1 , . . . , N). At the 
beginning we are giving some basic facts according to [4, 6, 7, 10]. 
111 
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Definition 1.1 A transformation 
/ : LN - LN : x = (x\ ..., x
N) = (xl) - x = (x\ . . . , xN) s (x*), 
where 
x = x + z(x)e, (1.1) 
or in local coordinates 
x* = x2 + ^ ( x J > , t, j = 1 , . . . , N, (1.1') 
where e is an infinitesimal, is called infinitesimal deformation of a space LN, 
determined by the vector field z = (zl), which is called infinitesimal deformation 
field (1.1). 
We denote with (i) local coordinate system in which the point x is endowed 
with coordinates xl, and the point x with the coordinates x \ We will also 
introduce a new coordinate system (i'), corresponding to the point x = (xl) 
new coordinates 
x1' = x \ (1.2) 
i.e. as new coordinates xl of the point x = (xl) we choose old coordinates (at 




where = denotes "equal according to (1.2)". 
Definition 1.2 Coordinate transformation we get based on punctual transfor-
mation / : x —> x, getting for the new coordinates of the point x the old 
coordinates of its transform x, is called dragging along punctual transformation. 
New coordinates xl = x2 of the point x are called dragged along coordinates. 
In the case of infinitesimal deformation (1.1') coordinate transformation 
x1' =xi = xi + zi(x\...,xN)e (1.3) 
is called dragging along by zle. 
Let us consider a geometric object A with respect to the system (i) at the 
point x = (xl) G LN, denoting this with A(i,x). 
Definition 1.3 The point x is said to be deformed point of the point x, if 
(1.1) holds. Geometric object A(i,x) is deformed object A(i,x) with respect to 
deformation (1.1), if its value at system (ir), at the point x is equal to the value 
of the object A at the system (i) at the point x, i.e. if 
A(if,x)=A(i,x). (1.4) 
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Remark 1.1 In this study of infinitesimal deformations according to (l.V) 
quantities of an order higher then the first with respect to e are neglected. 
We will now define some important notions of the theory of infinitesimal 
deformations, following from (1.1): Lie differential and Lie derivative, and in 
further considerations we will find them for some geometric objects. 
Definition 1.4 The magnitude VA, the difference between deformed object A 
and initial object A at the same coordinate system and at the same point with 
respect to (1.1'), i.e. 
VA = A(i, x) - A(i, x), (1.5) 
is called Lie difference (Lie differential), and the magnitude 
CZA = lim ?- = lim _ _ _ _ _ ) (i.50 
e-^0 £ £->0 £ v ' 
is Lie derivative of geometric object A(i,x) with respect to the vector field 
z = &(&)). 
Using the relation (1.5) for deformed object A(i,x) we have 
A(i,x) = A(i,x) + VA, (1.5") 
and thus we can express A, finding previously VA. The known main cases are: 
1.1. According to (1.5) we have Vxl =x%— xl, i.e. for the coordinates we have 
Vxl = zl(xj)£, (1.6) 
from where 
Czx
l = zl(xj). (1.6') 
1.2. For the scalar function (p(x) = ip(xx,..., xN) we have 
V<p(x) = <p)Pz
p(x)e = CMx)£, (<ptP = dy/dx
p), (1.7) 
i.e. Lie derivative of the scalar function is derivative of this function in direction 
of the vector field z. 
1.3. For a tensor of the kind (u,v) we get 
Ts4.ii.. iu _ \J.ÍI...ÍU r p _ V ^ ?
ia ( P w*i—*« ± V 7P (30\+ii~'iu]~ Ulji..-jv ~ [tji...jv,PZ Z^ ZP \iajrh-jv ^2-
ZJ0ypJ
lJi.-Jv\£ 
a=l x u / ß=l 
where we denoted 
(1.8) 
P \+Іl.Іu _ j.Іl-~Іc*-lPІa+l...Іu (Jß \ ±І\..Лu _ 4.І1...ІU ÍЛ Ç\\ 
% 1 Һ-fv ~ Һ-Зv ' \pjjl~3v — Ljl...jß-ipjß+l...jv- V
1*^ 
1.4. For the vector dxг we have 
V(dxг) = Cz(dx
г)=0. (1.10) 




p + zгjk - z
г
pLjk + ZjLpk + zkL
ljp)є = CzL)kє. (1.11) 
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2 The Lie derivative of a tensor 
2 . 1 . Because of non-symmetry of connection, at Ljy we can consider two types of 
covariant derivatives for a vector and four types for general tensor. So, denoting 




1 a = 1 mp\W 0=1 mj0\py 
2 pm 
3 m j /3 
4 jpm 
Generally, the next theorem is in the force: 
Theorem 2.1 Lie derivative of a tensor t1^"1^ of the type (u,v) is a tensor of 
the same type and can be presented in the following four ways 
^tt =£#.:£ ^ î:::̂ IP-P- __:4%(f )̂ ::: + £<i.(^)'::: 
0 e a = 1 e \W 0ssl e \PJ 
+(-i)^-1 ̂  3UJ C S V":2^+<~1>^"1 _C ^ p PfV:: :^ ° = 1^ (2-2a^ 
o=l ^ W /3=1 V 5 ^ 
*.#:::$: = f *£::£ - *t:£ î p - E -!%(f )*:::+(-1)*"1 E *f* (t)'::: 
+(-l)^1ET^f5V;;;^ * = M, (2.3a,b) 
o=i V W 
where Cz denotes that Lie derivative Cz is expressed by covariant derivative of 
e 
the type-9, (\), 0 = 1 , . . . ,4 . 
o 
Proof We will prove only the fourth case. The others can be proved in an 
analogous way. According to (1.8) we have 
r fii-iU - . th...iu V _ V Jc, ( P)fii...iu , V^ V [^U*i».iu to 4) 
o=l \ W (3=1 A p / 
and we have to express partial derivatives with respect to |. From (2.Id) we 
have 4 
t.±P - fc£ i, - E -* (/) *t:£ + E
 LU (?)<£:::£- <2-5) 
4 <*=1 W 0=1 V S ^ 
z£=zf ; -L>* , (2-6) 
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and by substituting at (2.4) we obtain: 
*>%::$. = [*k::Ji,-._^G*)«^ + tLUjtytt]*p 
4 c = l V*« / ,9=1 V S / 
-£(tP-
L>a)(?)«: + XX> -^.ofp)*^ 
a = l 4 ^ a / /3=1 4 v ^ 7 
According to 
- £ 4". (*) '?,:.;•2" + E i j , (*)«;::: ?.-' 
+£-t.(0«-A--g-i.(*>. л .,jvZ 
LІ\..ЛU , 
a = l 
the previous equation gives (2.36). • 
Of course, as the same magnitude at the right side at (2.4) was expressed in 
different ways, we have 
CZ = CZ, 0 = 1,...,4. (2.7) 
e 
0 0 . 
Corollary 2.1 For the space LN of symmetric connection L)k (T
l-k — 0) we 
have 
U / v V / . \ 
r +h..-iu _ r +i\...iu _ +i\--.iu yP _ V ^ ~i« ( P \+i\-.iu . V ^ JP [3$ \±i\..iu 
^h-jv ~ Lzlji-.-3v - Lji...jv;p
z Z_< Z;P I i a J
 zh-..jv "»" Z_v zJi3\p Jlh-jv' 
(2.8) 
because in that case all 4 types of covariant derivatives reduce to one, which we 
denote by semicolon (;). 
2.2. So, Lie derivative of a tensor at a space of symmetric affine connection can 
be obtained as a special case from the formulae for Lie derivative at a space of 
non-symmetric affine connection. We will investigate the way of presenting the 
Lie derivative of a tensor by covariant derivative with respect to symmetrical 
part Lljk °f non-symmetric connection L L Let us consider a space Ljv of non-
symmetric affine connection Ll-k and let be 
0 
Then 
L)k — 9(^/0 + I4j)> Ijfe - Цk - Lkj- ( 2- 9) 
1, 
o J K ' 2" 
L% = tíн + A- (2.Ю) 
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The magnitudes L)k
 a r e the coefficients of symmetric connection associated to 
the connection Ll-k^ and TX are the components of torsion tensor of connection 
Lljk. If we denote with Czt)\\\'Y the expression as on the right side at (2.8), but 
o . 
formed by means of L\k from (2.9) instead of L)k we have the next theorem 
Theorem 2.2 In the non-symmetric connection space LM Lie derivative of 
tensor £*•*'" V* can be expressed as 
jl'.'JV 
p ±%\...%u p ±l\...1u n ±1\...1u 
^Zlj\...jv ~ ^Zljl...jv - ^Zljl..-jv 
- t:Z«zP - E <P (' k::t + E *S, ft)tt- ("D 
o-l V W / 3 = 1 V P / 
uj/iere £/ie semicolon (;) denotes covariant derivative with respect to symmetric 
part L)k of the connection L
l-k. 
Proof According to (2.7), we can start from any of the £_, (0 = 1 , . . . , 4). Let 
o 
us start from CZ^'"
%T from the equation (2.3b). According to (2.1,10) we have 
4 J'l" Jv 
±ii...iu _ ±h...iu I V ^ / r i a I T*«\/
 S UH»4 
zh...jv\p ~~lh...jv,P^ Z-Aftp*"*" 2 p 8 , \ i I j l ' j v 
4 a=l ^ a / 
E lrs -J- —Ts \( 3@\+ii-iu — ih-.-iu V^i/3P "•" 2 ^>P11 s Jlh.jv - lh.-3v\P 
, 1 X^rpic, f S\±h...iu _ l V T 5 (J0\±h..iu 
+ 2 £j
 p5 \ij jl'"jv 2 ^^P^^ji .-.j . ' 
-,»« _ ^« , rioz5 _ zia I fH« -1. _ T M ^
S — -?*a 4- -Tict zs 
I p ~~~ 'P ^ p s ^ -,P ̂  Wps ^ o p s ' ;p 2 P S 
4 
which by substituting at (2.36) gives 
r ±ii..-iu _ /- ±ii..-iu _ ±h...iu yp _ V ^ y i_ f -° Wii—iu i V ^ rP f ̂  W*i—»t» 
^^h.-.Jv ~ \zlh...3v -lh...3v',PZ 2^Z,P \jaJ
lh-.jv ^ l^Z'JpypJ
Zh..3vi 
i.e. (2.11). - • 
2.3 Comparing (2.2,3) and (2.11), we can see that Lie derivative of a tensor at 
Ljv can be simpler be given by means of (2.11), i.e. with respect to covariant 
derivative formed by symmetrical part L)k of non-symmetrical connection L
%-k. 
If we use at the same time different kinds of covariant derivative at the 
right side at (2.2,3) with respect to LJfe, we can write this equations in the 
more condensed form (analogously to (2.11)). In connection with this the next 
theorem is in the force 
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Theorem 2.3 The Lie derivative of the tensor of type (w, v) can be expressed 
using covariant derivatives with respect to non-symmetric connection Ll-k in the 
next way 
^tt = «S::i i P*
p - 1 * f c ( f ) « + £ <*, (*)%&> (2-12^) 
x a=i * \
% a ' (3=1 » V P / 
where (A, /i, v) € {(1,2,2), (2,1,1), (3,4,3), (4,3,4)}. 
Proof We will prove only the first case, the others can be proved analogously. 
Let us start from (2.2a). We have 
yia I P \±ii...iu _ (~icx I jicxyS\[ P \Ai...iu __ / r i « i ji<xyS jicxyS 
lp\ia) jl"'jv ~ , p sp \ i a )
 jl'jv ~ ( 'p ps ~LPSZ 
+^s)(fjt:.}: - fP(fJ«: +^^(fj«: 
and analogously 
Z\3p\ n ]
V3i-..3v * \ J 0 \ p J v h - J v ^ M P ^ \ p ju3i...jv 
Substituting this at (2.2a) it follows that 
L'ZІЗl...Зv 
J-il.-.iu ~V \~* i -yicc ( P \j.Íl...Íu i rpia S ( P \±Íl...Íu) j _ V ^ r - y P (Jp\4.Í1...Í 
*"•>-[> t{ ípW h"iv p \iJjl-iJ ^ > W i l ' j 
řii...iu jp\ 1 V ^ T
lc* ( S . U*l-—»« r P i V ^ —s (Jí
3 \j.ii..iu yV 
l3i...3vZ J + 2 ^ 1 P ^ \ j )l3i...3vZ ^ Z^13PP[ « l3i...3vZ ' 
a = l V W 0=1 V 5 / 
-ч /J/з 
+ T?, í - t P3(3\ s J "3 
from where we obtain (2.12) for (A, //, v) — (L, 2,2). D 
3 Lie derivative of the connection 














As it was proved at [10] Lie derivative can be written in the next way 
CzL
l
jk - z\jk 4- R)kp
zP + Tjv,kzP + LjkTvszP + LlkTjP
zP + T)PZ% (3-2) 
1 
CzL)k - CzLjk =
 z\jk + RjkP
zP + (TjP
zP)\ *» (3-2 ') 
1 1 1 1 
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£zLjk — CzLjk — Z| j k + Rjkpz
p + Tpj | kz
p + Tpfeг| .̂ 
+ %z\p + Гj f e | pг*> + (T^.Tfe
s
p + ЗД£ + едfc)г', (3.3) 
2 2 
^zbjfc = £z-Ңfc = Ąjk + ^ j/cp^ ~ TjkZ\p + Ђptfk' ( 3 > 4 ) 
3 3 з 
AI^/c — ̂ 2-̂ }/c = z\jk + R)kpzV' + (^pil /c +TsjT
s
k +TskT
Sj)zp + TpkZ\j, (3.5) 
4 4 4 4 4 
where [1-3] 







-̂ j/cp == ̂ /cj,p ~~ ^pj,/c + LkjLps — LpjLks (3.7) 










are curvature tensors of the space L^. 
3.2. We have proved at Theorem 2.3. that the Lie derivative of a tensor can 
be expressed more concise by using several types of covariant derivatives at LN 
simultaneously . It is the same case for the Lie derivative of the conecction. 
Namely, the next theorem is in force. 
Theorem 3.1 The Lie derivative of non-symmetric connection Ll,k is a tensor 
of the type (1,2) and can be expressed with respect to covariant derivatives by 
equations (3.2-5), as well as by 
^L)k = z\jlk+R)kpzP. (3.10) 
2 1 
£zL)k = z\k\j + Rljp
zP'• (3.11) 
1 2 2 
Proof The equations (3.2-5), (3.10) are proved at [10]. We will here prove 
(3.11). 
Starting from the equation 
z\j = z'j +Vviz*, (3.12) 
1 
we get 
Z\j I к ~ ( Z | Д k + Цzзz\j ~~ LкjZ
г
s 
1 2 1 1 
\jk T ^pj,k*J + LlpjZk + Lks(z
s
j + Lpj*-} - ukjK*^ f
 lJpsA 
zjk + Lгpjìkz
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From here we substitute zlJk a t (3.3) and we have 
CzLjk = 
= *M* + ( % P - I ^ + I ^ ^ 
1 2 
According to (3.7) and (1.8) this equation becomes 
^L)k = z\Jlk + R^kp
zP + ^zT;k. (3.13) 
From here 
-• 
£z(L)k - -T-,0 - £z(L)k - L*-fc -f- Lj^.) - £*Ljy - zf̂  ( k + R)kp
zP, 
1 2 2 
i.e. (j <-> k) we get (3.11). D 
The difference between (3.11) and (3.10) gives 
0 = z\k i j ~ z\ j i fc + (-S^p ~ R)kp)zP-> 
1 2 2 1 2 l 
z \ j \ k - z \ k \ j - (Rljp -R)kP)
zP - RPjk
zPi ( 3 - 1 4 ) 
1 2 2 1 X 2 6 
as from (3.6,7,8) we have 
Rljp ~ R)kP = Rpjk- (3.15) 
The equation (3.14) is one of the Ricci type identities at Ljv (see [1], [3]). 
3 .3. Comparing (2.8) and (2.11), we can see that the Lie derivative of a tensor 
o o. 
at space LN of symmetric connection L)k and Lie derivative at the space LN of 
non-symmetric connection L)k are expressed in the same way: with respect to 
o . 
given symmetric connection L)k in the first case, and in the second with respect 
to the symmetric part L)k of non-symmetric connection L)k. 
We will here consider an analogous problem in a case of a connection (that 
o o. 
is not a tensor). At the space LN of symmetric connection L)k, by reason of 
Tjk = 0 all the cases of expresses for the Lie derivative considered before, reduce 
t o o . o . 
£zL)k = z]jk + R)kpz», (3.16) 
0 . 0 . 
where R)kp is curvature tensor, generated by £* Let us examine a space LN 
of non-symmetric affine connection L)k, where L)k, T
l,k are given by (2.9). 
The main purpose is to express CzL)k (3.2') by covariant derivatives with 
respect to L)k, and R)kp by R)kp, formed by [*k. We have 
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Ai = ZJ + LIJZP = ZJ + (& + \Tti)zP = 4 + \TlvizP' (3-17) 
Z\jk = (4), k + \{T;JZ^ k = (4)>fc + z 4 4 -
 L ; * 4 + J(I^ p ) i fc 
i i z i z i 
= 4-fe + ^ 4 - I7fc4 + (
TPJZP)\ k) (3.i8) 
According to (2.7) at [3] we have 
1 1 1 1 
r>i r>i j 7~^ npi j T^s ^ n T^s rpz /« -, Q\ 
Jfjkp Jyjkp~r r> jk;p o jp;k ' A-Ljk-Lsp AJ-jp±sk'> \°,iy/ 
and substituting (3.18,19) at (3.2') we obtain 
£z-~4jfe — ;̂j/c + "; Ps fc z 5 ~~ ~7kZ*5 + (±~pjZP)\ k] 
ou""p" ' 2L~ J / c ; F ~JP;/C ' 2 
Based on (2.11), we get 
Rjkpz +oLIjk;ř> ĵp;/c + 9Ij/cI«p 9 Ijp IsfcJz + VIjp" )|fc-
^^ jfc ~ £z^j/c = ;̂jfc + RjkpzP + ~~£zTljk- (3.20) 
As 
£*(£}k - 2 ^ ) - £*(L}fc - -L}/- + 2 ^ ' ) ~ o ' z ^2^ / c + 2 ^ * ^ ~~ 0*0^'*' 
from (3.20) we have 
^ z c '̂fc ~~ o'"Jo^ ~~ ̂  + $kPzP' (3-21) 
Based on the pointed facts follows 
Theorem 3.2 Fie derivative of non-symmetric connection Ll^k can be given by 
the equation (3.20), where covariant derivative denoted by; and curvature tensor 
Rljkv
 are formed with respect to symmetric part Lljk °f ^
e connection Ll-k, and 
o ° 
CzTjk is expressed according to (2.11) with respect to L
ljk- The Lie derivative 
of symmetric part of connection is given according to (3.21) i.e. it is the same 
as for symmetric connection (equation (3.16)). 
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